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Founded in 1994, Keane Advertising is on a mission to provide kick-ass consumeroriented advertising and marketing solutions that make a difference. We are the
antidote to the bloated, slow, haughty agencies that once ruled as the purveyors of
creative services. Our philosophy is built upon a single, passionate belief:
creative matters. It’s our call to arms. Our raison d’e^tre. Our mantra. Because
unless your marketing message rises above the clamor of today’s marketplace
noise, you’re toast. Burnt toast. That’s why we consider smart, fresh, well-reasoned
creativity to be the ultimate marketing weapon. Fact is, we see creativity as a
modern-day Trojan horse, delivering your message deep into the target’s brain
with little or no resistance. Combined with solutions that are strategically driven,
unexpected, and resonate emotionally, creativity
can make one ad do the work of ten. Following is
a small sample of our work. If you’d like to
Keane Advertising
learn more about how we can put creativity to
work for you, call Dave Keane at (408) 361-0370
or email him at dave@keaneideas.com

creative matters
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From dream house to dream house
For the Bay Area’s newest and fastest-growing residential real estate services company, we created a campaign that
was aimed at a high-end market but had a mass-market appeal. Pointing out the fact that there’s no better way to
move yourself from point A to point B, the ads help Intero Real Estate Services take ownership of the “shortest
distance between two points” concept.

The shortest distance between fantasy and reality.
There’s no better team of experienced professionals to get you moving in the right
direction than Intero Real Estate Services. That’s because at Intero, enthusiasm,
integrity and unsurpassed customer service aren’t promises, they are qualities that
embody the Intero philosophy. So make your dream house a reality by calling us
today at 1.877.3.INTERO or visit InteroRealEstate.com.

©2003, Intero Real Estate Services, Inc. All rights reserved. “Intero Real Estate Services” and “The Way Home” are service marks of Intero Real Estate Services.

Sega is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Sega and Sega Soccer Slam are either registered trademarks or trademarks of SEGA Corporation or Sega of America, Inc.
© SEGA Corporation and Sega of America, Inc., 2002. All Rights Reserved. www.sega.com TM, ® and the Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo.
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Why we play with fire
At Keane Advertising, we have a burning desire to do ads that make the target audience stop, look and listen.
It's how we help our clients sell lots of stuff. Case in point: this ICON Award-winning Sega Soccer Slam ad. This
extremely extreme soccer game for the PlayStation2 needed a hook that communicated the message of actionpacked soccer with a wicked twist. By dropping one of the game's most fiery players into an authentic European
futbol match, we explain the concept instantly and with maximum impact.

Our players are different.

Six international teams clash in the most punishing, pumped-up
version of three-on-three soccer ever. Unlock secret codes, power
ups and bonuses in five brutal, fast-paced modes. Experience the
depth of Quest Mode as you battle for the Continental Cup. Easy to
learn. Tough to master. Hard to put down. Can you take the heat?
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The brainiest concept we've ever done
An office favorite in the co-op campaign we created for NVIDIA, this ad warns readers to make sure their PC has the
processing power NVIDIA chips deliver to play games like Microsoft’s Age of Mythology. Each ad in the campaign refers
to an NVIDIA chip and a different body part—both are required “to play the game the way it was meant to be played.”
You can see this campaign in action in magazines like Maxim, Stuff, Popular Mechanics and Popular Science.

Prefrontal cortex
fig.7

As your brain’s center of anticipation, problem solving and emotional control, your
prefrontal cortex will get pushed into overdrive in Age of Mythology.™ From building
majestic temples to joining brave heroes in the great battle of Troy, you’d better
have all your wits about you, and you’d better have a PC equipped with the latest
NVIDIA® GeForce™ graphics processor. You’d be out of your mind not to, because
only NVIDIA delivers the power to unleash the wrath of the gods. So think about
this: when the fate of mortal man is in your hands, shouldn’t you be playing the
game the way it’s meant to be played?
Developed on NVIDIA. To be played on NVIDIA.
Age of Mythology and NVIDIA-powered PCs and graphics cards are available at your
local Best Buy or at www.nvidia.com/bestbuy.

© 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, Microsoft Game Studios logo, and Age of Mythology
are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

www.nvidia.com www.ageofmythology.com
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Getting scooters to move
This is one ad in a series of ads we created for Bajaj and its nationwide dealer network of over 40-members. Each ad
highlights a benefit to owning a Bajaj scooter—in this case it’s environmental friendliness. Each ad’s concept is reinforced with a whimsical cartoon that conveys a sense of fun that the client wanted to communicate to potential buyers.

Save the planet
one errand at a time.

The 145cc Bajaj Chetak
Easy on the environment. Easy on the budget.

Dealer name inserted here
Address inserted here
Phone: number here Website inserted here
Store hours inserted here
$xxxx out the door price

bajajusa.com
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Getting the drop on the competition
Currently appearing in magazines like InStyle, Bon Appetite, and Food & Wine, this ad introduces Vermeer Dutch
Chocolate Cream Liqueur. Created by the maker of Skyy Vodka, Vermeer is made with real chocolate, real cream
and vodka. It was important in this ad to tell the story of Vermeer’s unique ingredients and how it is winning over
both consumers and judges.
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Let’s give ’em the finger
When Sega asked us to create an eye-opening ad announcing a New York version of its Crazy Taxi game for Dreamcast,
we wanted to highlight Big Apple attitude as much as the city’s well-known landmarks. The Sopranos-inspired, graffitistyle headline says as much about New York as Lady Liberty. The combination of the two elements always gets a laugh
and clearly conveys the game's key selling point.

Hit the mean streets of the Big Apple
as one of 4 new “cabbies” in low-rider
taxis that can now leap over traffic.

Pick up multiple fares at one time while
driving to the slammin’ sounds of
Offspring and Methods of Mayhem.

Sega is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Sega, Dreamcast, the Dreamcast logo and Crazy Taxi are either registered trademarks or trademarks of SEGA Corporation or Sega of America Dreamcast, Inc. © SEGA Corporation and
Sega of America Dreamcast, Inc., 2000. All Rights Reserved. www.sega.com
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Pollination and innovation
When Fox Racing Shox asked us to develop an ad for their Float RC bicycle shock, we chose to use illustration
instead of photography to distinguish this ad from the photography-heavy look of consumer bicycle magazines.
Since the company develops high-end shocks for Baja racing vehicles, snowmobiles and motorcycles, we highlighted the company’s unique ability to “cross-pollinate” the advancements conceived in other divisions into their
bleeding-edge bicycle shocks.

Snowmobiles. Motorcycles. ATVs. Off-road vehicles. FOX has won
every major world championship. Fact is, we dominate each
market. So when FOX engineers take product innovations
and “pollinate” them into our latest bicycle shock, the result
is the revolutionary FLOAT shock. The FLOAT’s new anti-dirt lip
seal and high-flow piston design were originally developed for
the rigors of Baja desert racing (take note extreme enthusiasts).

The FLOAT’s high performance oil was first developed to withstand
both the -30˚F extremes of snowmobile racing and the scorching
280˚F heat of off-road competitions. The end result? A shock that
can handle whatever you dish out. A lighter, more durable design
crafted with the wisdom of 25 years of diverse, real-world
experience. Discover the all-new, cross pollinated FLOAT shock...
and see what all the buzz is about.

© 1999 FOX Racing Shox. All rights reserved. For more information on FOX mountain bike shocks, call 408.269.9201.
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Two-for-one grannies
The winner of a Judge’s Award at the 2003 Addy Awards, this full-page newspaper ad was the first in a series we
created for a chain of 74 Cingular Wireless stores in California. The client wanted their ads to stand out in a crowded
wireless market, so we created a campaign featuring everyday people with a dash of humor. This campaign has been
successful by catching the eye of consumers who normally skip typical cellular ads.

“Now when I have
a good idea,
I can reach her
before I forget it.”

Buy One

Get One

FREE!
Offer valid only for

NOKIA 3395 (shown)
• $50 in-store credit
good toward
accessories
• Free domestic
long distance
• Rate plans as low
as $19.99 /mo.

Santa
Cruz-831-457-8255
600 River Street

Salinas831-443-8255
432 Northridge Mall

Gateway Plaza - Next to Payless Shoes

Capitola831-464-8255
3555 Clares St.

Authorized Agent of

Los
Gatos-408-395-2295
11 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave
Under Los Gatos Bar & Grill

Brown's Ranch Marketplace - Near Fresh Choice

OR CALL 1-800-700-TALK FOR THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
Limited Time Offer Subject To a $36 activation fee, credit approval, and new activation on eligible Cingular calling plan. Two year service agreement required. $50 in-store credit on accessories requires a new one or two year service agreement. Credit must be
redeemed at time of award. Offer valid through 8/31/02. Offer not valid with phone upgrades; offer cannot be combined with other special offers or discounts. Phone Return Policy/Early Termination Fee No early termination fee if service cancelled within 15 days of purchase;
a $150 early termination fee applies thereafter. Service Coverage Cingular does not guarantee uninterrupted service coverage at all times in all places; coverage available only on GSM networks in the U.S. Visit www.cingular.com for GSM network coverage maps.
Billing/Additional Taxes & Charges Airtime is rounded up to the next full minute for billing purposes. Unused minutes are lost. Airtime exceeding package minutes and other usage is billed at 15-45 cents per minute. All calls are subject to taxes, universal service charge,
gross receipts surcharge and other charges. Package Minutes/ Night & Weekends Package minutes apply to all calls; 3500 Night and Weekend minutes available only on Cingular Nation Preferred Network plans and Cingular Home plans $39.99 and higher. Nights are
9 pm to 7am, Weekends are Friday 9 pm to Monday 7 am. Long Distance & Roaming No long distance charges on calls starting and ending within the 50 United States. No roaming charges on Cingular Nation Preferred Network Plans except for calls that require a credit
card or maritime calling; airtime charges still apply to calls made while roaming. Equipment availability, return policies and prices at Cingular authorized agent locations may vary from this ad. Additional Conditions and Restrictions Apply See contract and store for
details. Cingular Wireless, “What do you have to say?” and the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2002

Let the good times roll
Sometimes our business is monkey business. That's how we saw our assignment to help Sega launch its first
GameCube title, Super Monkey Ball. Our mission was to create an ad that communicated a sense of anticipation and
gnarly adventure. As you can see, the ad's final layout also highlights the game’s rollicking fun, lovable main character
and challenging environments. The copy explains that the game's 4-player mode brings out the party animal in all of us.

Casual pick-up-and-play gamers and the more fanatical will go bananas over
Super Monkey Ball’s hilarious 4-player party modes like Monkey Race and Monkey
Fight. Polish your simian skills in deep mini-games like billiards, bowling and
golf. Wildly fun. Endlessly challenging. Totally addictive. Super Monkey Ball
brings out the party animal in all of us.

L E T ’ S R O L L.

TM, ® and the Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. SEGA is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Sega and
Super Monkey Ball are registered trademarks or trademarks of SEGA CORPORATION or its affiliates. © SEGA/AMUSEMENT VISION 2001.
All Rights Reserved. www.sega.com Dole® and Dole & Sun Design® are registered trademarks of Dole Food Company, Inc.
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©CAPCOM CO., LTD. 2002 ©CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 2002. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. CAPCOM and the CAPCOM logo are registered trademarks of CAPCOM CO., LTD. GENMA ONIMUSHA is a trademark of CAPCOM CO., LTD. Composed by ©Mamoru Samuragoch. Character Samanosuke Akechi by ©Fu Long Production
Guest Creator: Takeshi Kaneshiro. The ratings icon is a registered trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Microsoft, Xbox, and the Xbox Logos are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries and are used under license from Microsoft.
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Onimusha jumps to Xbox
To launch Genma Onimusha on the Xbox, Capcom wanted its Genma ads to continue the heroic/epic message established
in the original Onimusha campaign, but these ads would have to push the Xbox angle and have a distinct look and feel.
We took several minor elements from the original campaign and combined them with a vibrant Xbox-green background.
The result is a fresh, updated look that lets consumers know that this is a new and unique Onimusha experience.

capcom.com
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If a tree falls in the woods...
A winner of a Gold Award at the 2003 Addy Awards, this package design was created for a winery located where a
majestic 300-year-old oak tree once stood—a victim of old age. With elegant styling and a hint of humor, this vertical label for Fallen Oak was designed to be inviting, sophisticated and to reinforce the vineyard’s unique name.

ATC Partners brochure
As part of a complete rework of corporate branding and identity, we created this 12-page brochure for ATC Partners,
a San Francisco commercial real estate company. As a collateral piece for the investment community, this elegant
brochure showcases the company’s distinct Bay Area properties and details its successful management philosophies.

REMAINING

Since its inception in 1992, ATC Partners
has acquired more than $500 million of

TRUE TO OUR

under-performing real estate assets,
ranging from office building renovations

MISSION.

to warehouse conversions. Despite
market fluctuations, the company has
maximized the value of investor capital
through expertise in property redevel-

{EXPERIENCE}
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opment and management. This requires
an eye for detail and a willingness to
develop creative solutions on a case-bycase basis.
ATC has discovered that a flexible execution strategy must be tailored
to each asset and market condition.
The application of this knowledge has
allowed the company to successfully
purchase and overhaul commercial
properties throughout California. These
properties have gained substantial
value as a direct result of conservative
financial practices and the utilization
of in-house talent.

1000 Sansome Street, located
in San Francisco’s highly
desirable North Waterfront
District, boasts original maple
floors, exposed ceilings and
brick walls. It is an ideal
building for those tenants
seeking a creative office
atmosphere.

1000 SANSOME

Built in 1910 as a brick-and-timber warehouse, 1000 Sansome Street in San Francisco made an ideal
candidate for creative office use once ATC Partners upgraded the building and remodeled the lobby.
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Inn at Scotts Valley brochure
This brochure for the Inn at Scotts Valley was designed to highlight the hotel’s unique location and its close proximity
to both the Silicon Valley and the Pacific Coast. The brochure’s grid format was chosen to allow for maximum use of
dramatic photography and to minimize a text-heavy look. One of our goals was to convey a significant amount of key
information, while at the same time avoiding a layout that looked like you’d need to set aside an afternoon to read it.

Dubbed the “Capital of Silicon Valley,”

Your
Gateway
to the

Pacific Coast.

San Jose’s downtown district has

Your Portal to the

undergone dramatic revitalization over

Silicon Valley.

the last decade and has become a
popular tourist attraction—complete
with countless restaurants, theaters,
professional sports franchises and a
thriving night life.

The Inn at Scotts Valley’s
surrounding mountain
terrain boasts an impressive
list of over 40 familyowned, award-winning
wineries. Both connoisseurs
and the curious alike will
enjoy wine tasting rooms
and the dazzling natural
beauty of these distinct
Revel in the awesome beauty

mountain vineyards.

of stately redwoods. Explore
the quiet streets of Carmel.
Get an adrenaline rush on
the rollercoasters of the
Santa Cruz Boardwalk.

The Inn at Scotts Valley not only

Venture out onto Monterey

provides convenient access to

Bay. Or golf on some of

Silicon Valley, it’s also just a short

the world’s most renown

trip away from the world-famous

golf courses. It’s all

tourist attractions of San Francisco.

here for you to enjoy.

Just take Highway 280 north and
visit the Golden Gate Bridge, ride a
cable car or shop ’till you drop in
Union Square.

Ground zero for the microchip, computer and dot com revolutions,
nearby San Jose and Silicon Valley are recognized the world over
as the center for Information Age innovation and commerce.
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We can ID you
From packaging and collateral to direct mail and tradeshow graphics, we offer a complete array of design capabilities.
Below are just a few of the identities we’ve created. No matter what your marketing needs, whether you’re starting
from scratch or simply need to update your image, we’ll put our unique brand of creativity to work for you.

TM

